Welcome lunch
(by invitation only)
Location: Albert Sorel

Opening remarks
Mathias Vicherat, President, Sciences Po
Sergei Guriev, Provost, Sciences Po
Location: Jacques Chapsal

Parallel panels on collaborative research projects financed by CIVICA

Panel 1: Climate change and the green economy
Location: Jacques Chapsal

Florian Weiler, Central European University
Explorative cases of sustainability and climate change discourse dynamics on social media combining text and network analyses (DYSTENA)

Valentina Bosetti, Bocconi University
Sustainable Energy and Food Transitions (STEADFAST)

Dóra Piroska, Central European University
Towards a common framework for evaluating EU's policy effectiveness in achieving its green transformation goals (EVALEU)

Moderator:
Jelena Angelis, Stockholm School of Economics

Panel 2: Migration and the integration of minorities in Europe
Location: Leroy-Beaulieu

Chloe Nibourel, Stockholm School of Economics
Local democracy and state power: Immigrant inclusion or marginalization? (LOCALDEM)

Laurence Romani, Stockholm School of Economics
Migrants’ integration in EU countries: for a selected few only? Current shifts in conceptions of integration and impact on social and ethnic inequalities in host countries (MERITA)

Dan Andrei Muraru, SNSPA
When the Law is Silent: Hate Crime Prosecution and Implicit Bias in Law Enforcement Agencies (SILAW)

Moderator:
Artur Bogucki, SGH Warsaw School of Economics
Break with refreshments
Location: Albert Sorel

Parallel panels on collaborative research projects financed by CIVICA

15:15-16:45

Panel 3:

Democratic backsliding and polarisation
Location: Jacques Chapsal

Christophe Heintz, Central European University
Attitudes to Inequalities: Perceptions, Judgments, Justifications (ATI)

Jelena Dzankic, European University Institute
Contestations of Citizenship in Contexts of Democratic Backsliding: Lessons from Post-communist Europe (CITDEM)

Ivo Gruev, Hertie School
Religion, Illiberal Constitutionalism and the Retrogression of Fundamental Rights in East Central Europe (RELICON)

Panel 4:

Understanding public perceptions and attitudes using data science
Location: Leroy-Beaulieu

Pedro Ramaciotti Morales, Sciences Po and CNRS
European Polarisation Observatory: Measuring Positions of Users, Medias, Polarisation, and the Role of Algorithms and AI Systems (EPO)

Lorenzo Lucchini, Bocconi University
Mapping Emotions during COVID-19 Pandemic Using Twitter Data (EmoMap)

Galit Ashkenazi-Golan, The London School of Economics and Political Science
Multi-Agent Learning and Equilibrium (EQUILEARN)

Moderator:

Mario del Pero, Sciences Po
Democracy and Its Discontents. A Historical Examination of the Current Predicament of Democracy (DEMOS)

Moderator:

Petra Kralj Novak, Central European University

Location:
27 Rue Saint-Guillaume (Sciences Po, Paris)
Day 1: Thursday, 12 October 2023
27 Rue Saint-Guillaume (Sciences Po, Paris)

**PhD/Postdoc poster presentations**
16:45-17:45
Location: Albert Sorel

**Keynote lecture: “Is green growth possible?”**
18:00-19:15
Philippe Aghion, Professor at the College de France, at INSEAD, and at the London School of Economics, and a fellow of the Econometric Society and of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
Location: Jacques Chapsal

**Dinner**
20:00
(by invitation only)
Day 2: Friday, 13 October 2023
1 Place Saint-Thomas (Sciences Po, Paris)

Networking breakfast for early-stage researchers and faculty 8:30-9:15
(by invitation only)
Location: Salon Scientifique B.103

Welcome coffee 9:00-9:30
Location: Corridor outside the Salon Scientifique

Introductory remarks 9:30-9:45
Location: Salon Scientifique B.108

Parallel workshops 9:45-11:15
Capacity-building aspects of the R&I dimensions of European University Alliances
Format: Presentations followed by panel discussion of speakers (30min) and Q&A (20min)

Workshop 1: “Creating an Ambitious Open Science Action Plan within a European University Alliance”
Location: Salle N207, Pavillon de l’Innovation
Speakers:
- Kundai Sithole, Sciences Po/The London School of Economics and Political Science (CIVICA Research)
- Pierre Francois, Nantes Université (EUniWell)
- Pascale Pauplin, Sorbonne Université (4EU+)
- Thijs Devriendt, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (EUTOPIA)
- Rubén Vicente Sáez, Aalto University (Unite!)
- Niamh Tumelty, The London School of Economics and Political Science (CIVICA Research) - moderator

Workshop 2: “Strengthening Research Management, Capacity, and Excellence within a European University Alliance”
Location: Salon Scientifique B.108
Speakers:
- Zeineb Mazouz, European University Institute (CIVICA Research)
- Eleonora Zuolo, Sorbonne Université (4EU+)
- Antoine Mercier, Université Paris Sciences & Lettres (EELISA)
- Aurelia Kuga, La Rochelle Université (EU-CONEXUS)
- Catherine de Vries, Bocconi University (CIVICA Research) - moderator

Re-watch now
Re-watch now
Break 11:15-11:30

Plenary session 11:30-13:00
The Policy Landscape and Challenges of Establishing and Financing a Long-Term Research Strategy for European University Alliances
Location: Salon Scientifique B.108

Panelists
- Carsten Schneider, Pro-Rector for External Relations, Central European University (Steering Committee Member and Co-Chair of the Permanent Design Team for CIVICA Research)
- Ludovic Thilly, Executive Vice-Rector for EC2U Alliance and European Networks, Université de Poitiers (EC2U)
- Manuel Aleixo, Head of Unit for ERA and Innovation (DG RTD, European Commission), Spreading Excellence and Research Careers
- Eleonora Zuolo, Expert on European and National Partnerships, Sorbonne Université (4EU+)
- Nicole Birkle, FORTHEM General Secretary and FIT FORTHEM Managing Coordinator, Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz (FORTHEM)

Moderator
- Sergei Guriev, Provost, Sciences Po (Scientific Coordinator of CIVICA Research)

Announcement of winning poster 13:00-14:00

Farewell lunch
(by invitation only)
Location: Corridor outside the Salon Scientifique